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Abstract

We present a simple observation about soft amplitudes and soft functions appearing in factorizable cross sections in ee, ep, and pp
collisions that has not clearly been made in previous literature, namely, that the hemisphere soft functions that appear in event shape
distributions in e+e− → dijets, deep inelastic scattering (DIS), and in Drell-Yan (DY) processes are equal in perturbation theory up
to O(α2

s), even though individual amplitudes may have opposite sign imaginary parts due to changing complex pole prescriptions in
eikonal propagators for incoming vs. outgoing lines. We also explore potential generalizations of this observation to soft functions
for other observables or with more jets in the final state.
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1. Introduction

The high precision computation in Quantum Chromodynam-
ics (QCD) of cross sections containing jets relies heavily on fac-
torization to organize the necessary perturbative computations
and accounting of nonperturbative effects [1, 2]. Jet production
in e+e− collisions, in deep inelastic scattering (DIS), or pp col-
lisions involves physics at hierarchically separated scales of the
hard collision/production of partons, of collinear splittings and
emissions, of soft radiation between energetic collinear partons,
and of confinement/hadronization. Factorization of the physics
at these scales allows for resummation of large logarithms of
scale ratios in perturbative expansions [3] and of rigorous proof
of universality of nonperturbative effects [4, 5, 6].

In this paper we focus on soft functions describing the soft
radiation between collinear jets/beams in e+e− collisions, DIS,
and Drell-Yan (DY) processes. Factorization theorems in these
processes take the generic form, for nB incoming hadronic
beams and N outgoing jets,

σ = Tr(HS ) ⊗ J1 ⊗ · · · JN ⊗

nB∏
i=1

Bi , (1)

where H, S are hard and soft functions which are, in general,
matrices in the space of color channels available in the pro-
cess. The ⊗ signify convolutions of the beam, jet, and soft
functions, whose exact form depends on the observable be-
ing measured in σ. We will distinguish soft functions for
ee, ep, and pp collisions as S ee, S ep, and S pp.
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The main class of observables we are motivated to study is
event shapes τ that isolate events with collinear particles in two
separate (outgoing or incoming) directions when τ � 1, e.g.,
thrust in e+e− [7], 1-jettiness [8, 9] or DIS thrust [10] in ep
collisions, and 0-jettiness or beam thrust in DY [11, 12, 13]. For
two collinear directions, H, S in Eq. (1) are numerical valued
functions, the color space being 1-dimensional.

The hemisphere soft function S ee
2 (`1, `2) for dijets in e+e− has

been computed in perturbation theory up to O(α2
s) [14, 15, 16].

It is a function of `1,2 = n · kR
s (n̄ · kL

s ), the smaller light-cone
component of momentum ks of soft particles in the right (left)
hemisphere with respect to the thrust axis ẑ of two back-to-
back jets in the directions n = (1, ẑ) and n̄ = (1,−ẑ). Together
with the O(α2

s) hard function [17, 18, 19] and collinear jet func-
tion [20] (and O(α3

s) anomalous dimension [19, 21]), the O(α2
s)

soft function provides enough information to predict e+e− di-
jet event shapes to an unprecedented N3LL accuracy (see, e.g.,
[22, 23] for definition of NkLL accuracy), which together with
fixed-order N3LO results, has led to the most precise extractions
to date of the strong coupling αs and leading nonperturbative
moment Ω1 from data on event shapes [22, 24].

Event shape cross sections in DIS and DY, however, have not
yet reached this level of accuracy, in part due to the absence of a
similar computation of the relevant soft functions to O(α2

s). The
hard and jet functions that appear in the factorization theorems
are the same, but the soft functions could, in principle, be dif-
ferent. DIS and DY factorization theorems also contain beam
functions, which have only recently been computed to O(α2

s)
[25, 26, 27]. This makes the O(α2

s) soft functions S ep,pp
2 the last

remaining ingredient needed for N3LL accuracy in resumma-
tion of DIS and DY event shapes. (The O(α2

s) soft function for
kT -dependent distributions in DY has been computed in [28].)

The difference in ee, ep, and pp soft functions is in the di-
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rection of the path of the Wilson lines appearing in the matrix
elements that define them, e.g.,

Y+†
n (x) = P exp

[
ig

∫ ∞

0
ds n · As(ns + x)

]
Y−n (x) = P exp

[
ig

∫ 0

−∞

ds n · As(ns + x)
]
,

(2)

where As = AA
s T A, T A being the generators in the fundamental

representation of SU(N). In Y+
n , n is the direction of an outgoing

jet in ee or ep, while in Y−n it is the direction of an incoming
hadron beam in ep or pp. Feynman rules for gluons emitted
from the two Wilson lines in Eq. (2) are the same except for the
sign of iε in the eikonal propagators determining the complex
pole prescription. For example, the amplitudes for emission of
a gluon of momentum k from the eikonal lines in Eq. (2) are

A+
1n = −gµε

n · ε(k)
n · k + iε

, A−1n = −gµε
n · ε(k)

n · k − iε
, (3)

where ε(k) is the polarization vector for an outgoing gluon.
These differences in soft Wilson lines appearing in factorization
theorems for cross sections with incoming or outgoing collinear
particles were studied extensively in [29, 30]. This subtle differ-
ence is enough to potentially change the result of perturbative
computations. Ignorance of whether this actually occurs or not
has so far been the roadblock to N3LL accuracy in resumming
DIS and DY event shapes. (Nonperturbatively, the three soft
functions must be assumed to be different.)

In this paper, we compare all the perturbative amplitudes that
could appear in the computation of the ee, ep, and pp soft func-
tions up toO(α2

s). The amplitudes themselves are not dependent
on the observable being measured in the final state, so our con-
clusion is fairly generally applicable. We find that nearly all
amplitudes are transparently equal whether the particles origi-
nate from incoming or outgoing Wilson lines. The exception
is a subset of the O(g3) 1-gluon emission amplitudes, namely,
those 1-loop amplitudes containing a triple gluon vertex [(2T )
in Fig. 1], which is part of the computation of the soft gluon cur-
rent at one loop [31] (and computed to two loops in [32]). For
ee and ep these amplitudes are equal, but for pp it has the oppo-
site sign in the imaginary part. These imaginary terms cancel,
however, upon summing all products of amplitudes and their
complex conjugates that contribute to the final soft functions.

Although this result follows immediately from existing re-
sults on the 1-loop soft gluon current, the consequent equality
of the ee, ep, and pp soft functions has not be made clearly
in the literature and has not yet been used to extend resumma-
tion of ep and pp event shapes to N3LL accuracy. (See, how-
ever, preliminary results, including observation about equality
of soft functions, in [33, 34, 35].) It is one of the purposes of
this letter to make this simple, though unnoticed, observation
explicit. The results for the two-loop soft functions for e+e−

event shapes in [14, 15, 16] thus can be immediately used for
ep, pp event shapes as well. The equality of soft functions in
these three different processes, furthermore, extends to many
other observables besides event shapes.

In Sec. 2 we review the factorization theorems for event
shapes in ee, ep, and pp collisions in which the soft functions

that we study appear. In Sec. 3 we consider all possible am-
plitudes that could contribute to the soft functions at O(α2

s), in
particular the one-loop real emission amplitude. We observe
that those are equal for ee and ep but complex conjugated for
pp, though their final contributions to the soft functions are
equal. We also consider generalization to soft functions con-
taining Wilson lines for gluon beams/jets and those with more
than two legs. In Sec. 4 we conclude. In the appendices we
summarize the final result for the hemisphere soft function, pre-
viously calculated for e+e−, and provide additional details of
some of our computations.

2. Factorization and soft functions for ee, ep, pp collisions

In this section, we review the contexts in which the three
types of soft functions we consider in this paper appear, for two-
jet event shapes in e+e− collisions, for one-jet event shapes in
DIS, and for 0-jet or beam thrust event shapes in pp collisions.

A generic way to define event shapes in any of these types of
collisions is in terms of N-jettiness [13]:

τN =
2

Q2 min
∑

i

{qa · pi, qb · pi, q1 · pi, . . . , qN · pi} , (4)

where Q is the hard interaction scale and the qk are lightlike
4-vectors in the directions of any incoming beams a, b and N
outgoing jets. The minimum operator groups all final-state par-
ticles i into regions according to which vector qk is closest. An
event with small τN � 1 has N well-collimated jets plus initial-
state radiation (ISR) in the beam directions.

Dijet events in e+e− collisions can be probed using global
observables called event shapes [36], such as thrust τ = 1 − T
[7, 37], corresponding to τ = τ2 in Eq. (4) with no qa,b, and
q1,2 = (Q/2)(1,±t̂), where Q is the center-of-mass energy of the
collision and t̂ is the thrust axis, the unit 3-vector that minimizes
the value of τ. Other event shapes can be defined by weighting
final-state particles in the two hemispheres determined by t̂ dif-
ferently, such as hemisphere masses [38, 39, 40], broadening
[41], and angularities [42]. Event shapes relative to the broad-
ening axis were defined in [43], and the C-parameter does not
refer to a particular axis at all [44, 45].

Event shapes can also be considered in DIS, e(k) + p(P) →
X(pX) + e(k′), such as the 1-jettiness τ1, defined by Eq. (4) with
one beam direction qa and one jet direction q1. There are many
different ways to choose these in terms of the DIS kinematic
variables; several were considered in [8, 9, 46]. One, called
τb

1 in [9], corresponds to the DIS thrust τQ defined in [10, 36],
with the choices qa = xP and q1 = q + xP, where q = k − k′,
x = Q2/(2P ·q), and Q2 = −q2. In the Breit frame this choice
divides the final state into two back-to-back hemispheres.

Finally in pp collisions, the observables beam thrust [11, 12]
or 0-jettiness τ0 [13] measure the collimation of hadronic final-
state particles in pp collisions along the beam directions them-
selves. They can be used, e.g., to veto jets in the central re-
gion for Drell-Yan processes pp → `+`−X, which plays an
important role in reducing QCD backgrounds in searches for
Higgs or new physics particles. Beam thrust is defined with
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respect to lightlike vectors na,b along the incident proton direc-
tions [13], qµa,b = 1

2 xa,bEcmna,b, where nµa,b = (1,±ẑ) ≡ n, n̄ in
the CM frame. The 0-jettiness defined by Eq. (4) with these
vectors is related to the beam thrust τB defined in [11, 12] by

τB = τ0

√
1 + q2

T /q
2, where q2 and qT are the dilepton invariant

mass and transverse momentum, respectively.
Predictions of event shapes in QCD perturbation theory ex-

hibit logarithms αn
s lnk τ that become large in the endpoint re-

gion τ→ 0. In this region these logs must be summed systemat-
ically to all order in αs for convergent, physical results [47, 48].
Modern resummation techniques are based on factorization and
renormalization group evolution, either directly in the language
of perturbative QCD [3, 49] or using the techniques of effective
field theory, in this case soft collinear effective theory (SCET)
[50, 51, 52, 53, 54]. Both paths lead to equivalent results in
principle, though particular implementations to a given order of
accuracy in the literature may differ (see [23]).

The factorization approaches lead to predictions for the e+e−,
DIS, or DY beam thrust distributions (see, e.g., [8, 9, 11, 12, 13,
23, 42, 55]) each of which takes the form of Eq. (1). In each
case there is a hard function H which is a squared Wilson coef-
ficient from matching the QCD current q̄Γµq onto a SCET oper-
ator (e.g., [9, 56, 57, 58]); Jn,n̄ are jet functions (defined in, e.g.,
[22, 59] and computed to O(αs) in [60, 61] and O(α2

s) in [20])
dependent on the invariant mass tn,n̄ of the collinear jet; and Bi

is a beam function [11, 62] dependent on the transverse virtu-
ality and/or momentum of ISR. The ⊗ convolutions in Eq. (1)
combine the jet/beam variables with the soft momentum ks in S
properly to give the value of the measured observable.

A careful demonstration of factorization must also account
for Glauber modes that potentially violate it; such arguments
for particular cross sections in QCD are given in, e.g., [1, 63,
64]; formulating these kinds of arguments in SCET is under
active development, see, e.g., [65, 66], but is not our focus here.
We begin with the factorization formulae in typical use for event
shape cross sections in QCD and SCET (citations above) and
focus on properties of the soft functions they contain.

The soft functions in Eq. (1) for these event shapes are pro-
jections of the hemisphere soft functions,

S (k, µ) =

∫
d`1d`2δ(k − `1 − `2)S 2(`1, `2, µ) , (5)

where the soft function on the right-hand side has two argu-
ments, `1, `2, which are the small light-cone components of the
soft radiation in either of the two hemispheres defined by the
back-to-back collinear axes n, n̄. The soft functions are defined
in terms of a matrix element of Wilson lines that arise from a
field redefinition that decouples soft and collinear interactions
at leading power in the SCET Lagrangian [53], leading to

S 2(`1, `2, µ) =
1

NC
Tr

∑
i∈Xs

∣∣∣〈Xs|T [Y±†n (0)Y±n̄ (0)] |0〉
∣∣∣2 (6)

× δ
(
`1−

∑
i∈Xs

θ(n̄ · ki−n · ki)n · ki

)
δ
(
`2−

∑
i∈Xs

θ(n · ki−n̄ · ki)n̄ · ki

)
,

where the trace is in color space, NC is the number of colors,
and T denotes time-ordering. The path of the Wilson lines de-

pends on whether n, n̄ are incoming or outgoing directions. Y+†
n

and Y−n were defined in Eq. (2), and the other possibilities are
obtained by taking their Hermitian conjugate and/or replacing
n → n̄. For e+e−, both lines in Eq. (6) are +, for pp they are
both −, and for DIS they are Y+†

n Y−n̄ [29, 30].
Parity and time-reversal symmetry can be used to flip the di-

rections of the Wilson lines in Eq. (6) between incoming and
outgoing [64], potentially relating the e+e− and DY soft func-
tions; however, the time-ordering prescription in Eq. (6) gets
reversed [11], foiling a potential all-orders proof of equality.

The measurements of 1-jettiness in DIS or 0-jettiness in pp
may not necessarily divide particles in the final state into back-
to-back hemispheres, but boost properties of the Wilson lines
can be used in each case to express their factorization theorems
in terms of the back-to-back hemisphere soft functions [9, 11].

The perturbative result for S ee
2 is known up to O(α2

s) [14,
15, 16], quoted in Appendix A. The DIS and DY hemisphere
soft functions differ only in the direction of the Wilson lines in
Eq. (6). Now we proceed to consider the relations among them.

3. Equality of soft functions at O(α2
s)

In this section we show equality of the soft functions for the
three cases e+e− → dijets, DIS 1-jettiness, and pp beam thrust
at O(α2

s). Switching the direction of a Wilson line from incom-
ing to outgoing flips the sign of the iε in the eikonal propagators
formed by emission/absorption of gluons, e.g. Eq. (11). This
could affect the value of the diagrams. Nevertheless, we show
that the final soft functions remain equal up to O(α2

s).
First we set up some of the notation we will use in our proof.

The perturbative computation of the soft functions in Eq. (6)
can be performed either from cut diagrams with four Wilson
lines with an appropriate measurement function along the cut
[67], or by computing amplitudes for emission of n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
particles up to the appropriate order in αs and performing the
phase space integrals implicit in the sum in Eq. (6). We will
take the latter approach here. The result of computing Eq. (6)
up to O(αN

s ) in perturbation theory takes the generic form,

S 2(`1, `2) =
1

NC
Tr

N∑
n=0

∫
dΠnM(`1, `2; {kn})

∑
i, j

A
†

j ({kn})Ai({kn}),

(7)

whereAi({kn}) is an amplitude to emit n particles with momenta
k1, . . . , kn. The sum over amplitudes i, j goes over those pairs of
amplitudes that produce the same final state with momenta {kn}

and have total order αN
s . Implicitly for each product of ampli-

tudes there is a sum over the spins or polarizations and colors of
the final state particles. The trace in Eq. (7) is over products of
color matrices left over in the product of amplitudes. The phase
space integration measure is given by

dΠn =

n∏
i=1

dDki

(2π)D 2πδ(k2
i )θ(k0

i ) , (8)
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(1V) (1R) (2R)

(2S)

(2P) (2T a) (2T b)

q
k!!

Figure 1: Amplitudes contributing to the O(αs) and O(α2
s ) soft functions: 1-

gluon virtual (1V) and real (1R), 2 real gluon (2R), 1-to-2 splitting (2S), vac-
uum polarization (2P), and 1-loop real gluon emission (or soft-gluon current)
from a three-gluon vertex (2T a) and (2T b). Only (2T b) potentially differs
upon changing the directions of the Wilson lines from incoming to outgoing.

and the measurement functionM in Eq. (7) is

M(`1, `2; {kn}) = δ
(
`1−

n∑
i=1

k+
i θ(k

−
i −k+

i )
)
δ
(
`2−

n∑
i=1

k−i θ(k
+
i −k−i )

)
,

(9)
where k+ ≡ n·k and k− ≡ n̄·k.

The relevant amplitudes that can appear up in the computa-
tion of the O(αs) and O(α2

s) soft functions are shown in Fig. 1.
We will work in dimensional regularization (DR) in the MS

scheme, although our conclusions about equality of the soft
functions to O(α2

s) are independent of these choices. One may
be concerned about using DR as an IR regulator. In fact the jet
and soft functions in the event shape distributions we consider
are IR finite and thus independent of the IR regulator, as ar-
gued at one loop in, e.g., [67, 68, 69], and at two loops in, e.g.,
[70, 71].

3.1. One-loop soft function
The one-loop result for the soft function S 2 can be computed

from diagrams (1V) and (1R) illustrated in Fig. 1. There is a
tree-level, 0-gluon amplitude, not drawn, which simply takes
the value A(0)

0 = 1. The virtual amplitude A1V is scaleless and
zero in dimensional regularization (DR), only playing the role
of converting IR to UV divergences (e.g. [68, 69]).

The first nontrivial amplitudes are the real 1-gluon ampli-
tudes in Fig. 1. For emission of a gluon of momentum k from
one of the two outgoing lines in Eq. (6) for e+e−,

An
1R = −gµε

n · ε(k)
n · k + iε

, An̄
1R = gµε

n̄ · ε(k)
n̄ · k + iε

, (10)

where ε(k) = εA(k)T A is the polarization vector for a final-state
gluon of momentum k. Switching an outgoing line to an incom-
ing line changes +iε to −iε. The change occurs in the amplitude
An̄

1R for ep and in both An
1R and An̄

1R for pp. These signs are
determined by the regulation of the integration limit at ±∞ in
the path of the Wilson line, e.g. ,

−ig
∫ ∞

0
ds e(ik·n̄−ε)s = −ig

−1
in̄ · k − ε

=
g

n̄ · k + iε
,

ig
∫ 0

−∞

ds e(ik·n̄+ε)s = ig
1

in̄ · k + ε
=

g
n̄ · k − iε

,

(11)

However the different iε’s can be dropped because the delta
function θ(k0)δ(k2) ensures k± > 0 and the phase space inte-
gral does not cross the poles in the eikonal propagators. All
real amplitudes for ee, ep, and pp become the same. The mea-
surement function for one real gluon is given by

M(`1, `2; k) = θ(k−−k+) δ(`1−k+)δ(`2)+θ(k+−k−) δ(`1)δ(`2−k−) ,
(12)

The sum over squared amplitudes in Eq. (7) up to O(αs) is very
easily evaluated and gives the well-known result [72],

S (1)
2 (`1, `2) =

αsCF

π

(µ2eγE )ε

Γ(1 − ε)
1
ε

[
`−1−2ε

1 δ(`2)+`−1−2ε
2 δ(`1)

]
, (13)

written in the MS scheme and independent of ±iε’s in Eq. (10).

3.2. Two-loop soft function

AtO(α2
s), an explicit computation has been given only for the

ee soft function Eq. (6) [14, 15, 16]. The relevant amplitudes at
this order are shown in Fig. 1. In DR, the 2-loop purely virtual
amplitudes and 1-gluon emission amplitudes with an indepen-
dent virtual loop are scaleless and zero and are not drawn. The
nonzero contributions to the O(α2

s) soft function are given by
the appropriate terms contained in Eq. (7). The relevant contri-
butions at this order are products of amplitudes for:

1. 2-real gluon emission,A†2RA2R,

2. Gluon splitting to gg, qq̄ and ghost pairs,A†2SA2S.
3. Vacuum polarization and tree-level 1-gluon emission,
A

n̄†
1RA

n
2P + (n↔ n̄).

4. 1-loop single emission with a 3-gluon vertex and tree-level
1 gluon emission,An,n̄†

1R A2T ,

and complex conjugates. All of these have been computed in
[14] for e+e−, and we will not repeat the results for individual
classes of diagrams but just consider their equivalence to ep
and pp. For this proof, we will actually only need to look at
diagrams in category 4 in detail, and we defer this to Sec. 3.3.
The complete result of summing all O(α2

s) contributions 1–4 is
summarized in Appendix A.

In the derivation of the equality our proof does not depend
on the momenta ki of the final states in Eq. (7), nor on the mea-
surement functionM(`1, `2; {kn}), but only on properties of the
amplitudesAi themselves. Therefore, our proof applies to var-
ious classes of observables, some of which we list in Sec. 4.
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It is most convenient to give results for the O(α2
s) soft func-

tion in terms of the integrated or cumulative soft function,

S c(`1, `2, µ) =

∫ `1

0

∫ `2

0
d`′1d`′2 S 2(`′1, `

′
2, µ) . (14)

The terms in the soft function at O(α2
s) can be classified into

three groups,

S (2)
c (`1, `2, µ) =

αs(µ)2

4π2

[
R(2)

c (`1, `2, µ)+S (2)
NG(`1, `2)+c(2)

S

]
, (15)

where Rc contains µ-dependent logs associated with the soft
anomalous dimension, S NG contains the “non-global” terms
arising from two soft gluons entering opposite hemispheres and
depends non-trivially on both `1, `2 simultaneously, and the last
term contains the constant c(2)

S .
Before looking at individual diagrams, we can deduce which

parts of Eq. (15) must be equal for the ee, ep, and pp hemi-
sphere soft functions. The logarithmic terms in R(2)

c in Eq. (A.1)
are the same for all three soft functions, since they have the
same anomalous dimension. This follows from the factoriza-
tion theorem Eq. (1) for each process in which these soft func-
tions appear. The hard functions all have the same anomalous
dimension, and the jet/beam functions all have the same anoma-
lous dimensions. Since the cross section itself is RG-invariant
(µ-independent), Rc must be the same for ee, ep, pp.

The non-global terms in S (2)
NG in Eq. (A.2) are also the same,

since they are entirely determined by the graphs with two real
gluons, by the arguments in [16]. As reviewed below, at O(α2

s)
the amplitudes with two real gluons are manifestly real, and the
signs of the iε’s in eikonal propagators do not matter. Thus they
are the same for ee, ep, and pp .

The only terms that could potentially differ for the three soft
functions are the constant terms in c(2)

S in Eq. (A.5), computed
for ee in [14, 15]. By examining the complex pole structure of
the Feynman diagrams that can contribute, we will find in fact
that they are also the same.

3.3. Amplitudes contributing to O(α2
s) soft functions

The diagrams (2S) in Fig. 1 all have two real gluons,
quark/antiquark or ghosts in the final state. The eikonal propa-
gators among ee, ep, and pp soft functions look like ∼ 1/(p± ±
iε), where p = k1, k2 or k1 + k2. The onshell delta function
δ(k2

i )θ(k0
i ) where i = 1, 2 ensures that k±1,2 ≥ 0, and the inte-

grals over k1,2 in Eq. (8) thus do not cross over the poles in the
eikonal propagators. Thus the iε’s can be dropped and these
contributions are the same for ee, ep, and pp .

The vacuum polarization diagrams (2P) in Fig. 1 have the
same eikonal propagators as the single-real-gluon graphs at
O(αs) in Fig. 1, and the iε’s in these propagators can be dropped
for the same reasons as for 2-real-gluon diagrams. The uncut
gluon propagator and any propagators in diagrams (2P) remain
the same for ee, ep, and pp soft functions. Thus these diagrams
make the same contribution to all three soft functions.

Now we consider the 3-gluon vertex diagrams (2T ) in Fig. 1.
Those diagrams involve a loop with eikonal propagators whose

pole prescription changes for ee, ep, pp, and we will investigate
this integral carefully.

In diagram (2T a) and its counterpart with n ↔ n̄, both vir-
tual gluons are attached to the same eikonal line. The signs of
the iε’s in these eikonal propagators change when flipping from
incoming to outgoing lines. As observed in [14], the loop inte-
grals associated with these diagrams are scaleless and thus zero
in DR for the ee soft function, when both lines are outgoing.
This result is independent of the directions of the Wilson lines.

Now we turn our attention to diagram (2T b), the only case
where equivalence among ee, ep, and pp diagrams is nontrivial
in DR. The amplitude is

A2T b(k) =
ig3µ3εCA

2(2π)D

∫
dDq

q2+iε
1

(k−q)2 + iε
1

(k−q)+ ± iε
1

q− ± iε

×

{
ε−(k)(2k − q)+ − ε+(k)(k + q)− − 2ε⊥ ·(k⊥−2q⊥)

}
, (16)

where the signs of the ±iε’s in the last two propagators on the
first line are ++ for ee, −− for pp, and +− for ep. In the O(α2

s)
soft function, this amplitude will get multiplied by one of the
one-gluon tree-level amplitudes in Fig. 1, which are propor-
tional to ε+ or ε−, so in the sum over gluon polarizations in
Eq. (7), the term with ε⊥ in Eq. (16) will vanish. Thus we drop
it from here on.

The remaining terms in Eq. (16) can be split into a scaleless,
and thus zero, part and a nonzero part. The scaleless part comes
from the term in numerator with (k − q)+ in the first term and
q− in the second, as each cancels one of the eikonal propagators
on the first line. The nonzero part can be written

A2T b(k) =
i
2

g3µ3εCA

[
ε−(k)k+ − ε+(k)k−

]
IT (k) , (17)

where we have defined the integral

IT ≡

∫
dDq

(2π)D

1
q2+iε

1
(k−q)2 + iε

1
(k−q)+ ± iε

1
q− ± iε

. (18)

This integral is computed explicitly in Appendix B. The result
for the three cases ee, ep, pp is

IT (k) =
i

16π2 (4π)εΓ(1 + ε)(k2
⊥)−1−ε

×

[ 2
ε2 − π

2 − 4ζ3ε +
π4

60
ε2 ± iπ

(2
ε
−
π2

3
ε − 4ζ3ε

2
)]
,

(19)

where the +iπ sign is for ee, ep and −iπ for pp, consistent with
the result in [31]. This immediately establishes for ee and ep,

Aee
2T b = A

ep
2T b (20)

toO(g3), and thus that the soft functions are equal toO(α2
s). The

differing iπ terms between ee/ep and pp cancel in the computa-
tion of the full soft function once we multiply by the tree-level
amplitudes in Eq. (10) and add complex conjugate diagrams:(

A
ep
2T b −A

pp
2T b

)
A

n,n̄†
1R + h.c. = 0 , (21)
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Figure 2: Examples of O(α2
s ) diagrams with 3 Wilson lines and 4 Wilson lines

involved. Dots represent Wilson lines not emitting soft gluons.

This establishes that the total perturbative soft functions for
ee, ep, and pp are equal up to O(α2

s):

S (2)ee
2 = S (2)ep

2 = S (2)pp
2 . (22)

This result depends primarily on the 1-loop soft gluon current
computed in [31] and reproduced in Eqs. (17) and (19).

3.4. Gluon soft functions

Above we have discussed quark soft functions, built out of
Wilson lines in the fundamental representation. Wilson lines
for collinear gluons are defined in terms of the adjoint, e.g.,

Y†n(x) = P exp
[
ig

∫ ∞

0
ds n · Aa

s(ns + x)T a
]
. (23)

where (T a)bc = −i f abc. Since the quark and gluon soft func-
tions differ only in color factors, most of the discussion above
still applies, except for possibly Eq. (21), which relies on the
color factor i CA/2 in front of Eq. (17) being purely imaginary.
The color factors for the amplitudeA2T b for the two cases are

A2T b|color =

 f ABCT AT B = i
2CA TC , for quark

f ABCT AT B = i
2CA T

C , for gluon
(24)

These factors differ only in the color matrix, which is implicit
in the polarization vector ε±(k) = ε±C(k) TC in Eq. (17). Re-
placing with ε± = ε±C T

C , the amplitude for gluon Wilson lines
remains in the same form. Because the color factor remains
purely imaginary, the argument used to obtain Eq. (21) remains
valid. Therefore, the equality at O(α2

s) in Eq. (22) is also true
for the gluon soft functions.

3.5. Multi-jet soft functions at O(α2
s)

Now we extend our discussion on ee, ep, and pp soft func-
tions to multi-jet soft functions defined in terms of more than
two distinct collinear directions, taking the generic form,

S multi-jet = 〈0| T̄ [Y†n̄ Ŷ†Yn(0)] M̂T [Y†n ŶYn̄(0)] |0〉 , (25)

where Ŷ is a product of outgoing q, q̄, and/or g Wilson lines
and M̂ is an operator that measures momenta of final state par-
ticles (see, e.g., [5, 59]). The directions n, n̄ represent the two
directions that can flip among ee, ep, pp, thus changing Yn,n̄ as
in Eq. (2), while the product Ŷ remains the same for each. We
consider amplitudes where the same lines are connected by soft

gluons, but where the n and/or n̄ lines flip direction. The differ-
ences are trivially zero for tree diagrams and for any loop dia-
grams not involving eikonal propagators from Yn̄ and Y†n . The
diagrams whose equality for the three processes is nontrivial
are loop diagrams involving eikonal propagators on one or two
of Yn̄ and Y†n , which we call relevant diagrams.

In the O(αs) multi-jet soft function, the relevant diagrams are
essentially the same as (1V) in Fig. 1 except that the n and n̄
Wilson lines are replaced by any of the Wilson lines in Eq. (25).
They are purely virtual and zero in DR.

Similarly, the relevant diagrams contributing to the O(α2
s)

multi-jet soft function include all amplitudes in Sec. 3 with n
and n̄ lines replaced by n1 and n2 lines, which can be any two
lines in Eq. (25). (Any diagrams with gluons attached to three
or four Wilson lines, as in Fig. 2, must contain a purely vir-
tual loop at this order, and, hence, are zero in DR.) Our argu-
ments in Sec. 3 for most diagrams go through automatically
for n, n̄ replaced by n1, n2. The only diagrams for which this
generalization is potentially nontrivial are those with the topol-
ogy of diagrams (2T ) in Fig. 1. Amplitudes with the topology
of (2T a) with gluons attached to a single Wilson line are still
scaleless and zero in DR. The amplitude with the topology of
(2T b) with gluons attached to Wilson lines n1,2 is given by

A2T b(k; δ1, δ2) = −
g3µ3ε

(2π)D f ABC TA
1 TB

2 ε
C(k) (26)

×

∫
dDq

q2+iε
1

(k−q)2 + iε
1

n1 ·(k − q) + iεδ1

1
n2 ·q + iεδ2

×

[
n1 ·(2k − q) n2 − n2 ·(k + q) n1 + n1 ·n2 (k⊥ − 2q⊥)

]
,

where TA
i is a color charge operator for the ith parton [73],

which turns into a color matrix T A, −T A, T A for outgoing
q/incoming q̄, outgoing q̄/incoming q, outgoing/incoming g,
respectively. Unlike Eq. (16), we have kept the color factors in
Eq. (26) as (potentially) a matrix in color space. In the eikonal
propagators, the signs δi = ± for outgoing/incoming lines, with
the possible combinations (δ1, δ2) ∈ {(+, +), (+, −), (−, −)},
the same as in Eq. (16). (A change of variables turns (−,+)
back into (+,−).) It is straightforward to show that the integrals
for (+,+) and (+,−) are equal, just as in Eq. (19), either by ex-
plicit computation or showing that the difference is a scaleless
integral in DR, that is,

A2T b(k; +,+) = A2T b(k; +,−) (27)

In the ee soft function n1,2 lines are always outgoing and
(δ1, δ2)ee = (+,+). On the other hand, for ep one of n1,2 can
be incoming or both can be outgoing, hence (δ1, δ2)ep = (+,±).
For pp, n1,2 can be any combination of incoming and outgoing.
Therefore, the difference between amplitudes for ee and ep is
always zero by Eq. (27), which immediately implies equality of
ee and ep multi-jet soft functions up to O(α2

s).

S (2) ee
multi-jet = S (2) ep

multi-jet (28)

The non-zero difference between amplitudes relevant for ep vs.
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pp is similar to Eq. (19). We find

A2T b(k; +,−) −A2T b(k;−,−) = − g3µ3ε f ABC TA
1 TB

2

×
[n1 ·k n2 − n2 ·k n1] · εC(k)

n1 ·n2 (4π)1−ε

Γ(−ε)2Γ(1 + ε)
Γ(−2ε)

1
k2+2ε
⊥

. (29)

This implies the difference between ep and pp amplitudes is
nonzero. To obtain the equality Eq. (20) for two legs, we
used that the color factor of the amplitude product A†1RA2T b

is purely imaginary, and the differing iπ terms in the integral
in Eq. (19) cancel in the sum over complex conjugates, which
proves the equality between ep and pp. For the multi-jet result
Eq. (29), we cannot yet draw the same conclusion in general.
It is possible that the color factor in Eq. (29) simplifies to be
purely imaginary after contracting with the hard function.

We can, however, go further for a 3-leg soft function, i.e.
with q q̄ g Wilson lines, e.g., for e+e− → 3 jets, DIS 2-jettiness,
or pp 1-jettiness. Then H and S are numbers in a one-
dimensional color space, since the only color structure in the
hard coefficient is (CH)a

αβ = T a
αβ, where α , β, and a are color

indices of the three partons qα q̄β ga. Then, the color factor of
the productAn3†

1R A2T b multiplied by CH reduces to

f ABCTC
3 TA

1 TB
2 CH =


0 CH for (3, 1, 2) = (q, q̄, g)

i
(

CA
2

)2
CH for (g, q, g), (q, g, q) or (q→ q̄)

i CA
2

(
CF −

CA
2

)
CH for (q, q, q̄), (q̄, q, q̄) ,

(30)
where TC

3 is the color operator from An3†

1R . (In Eq. (30) we as-
sumed the q, q̄ represent outgoing q, q̄.) These choices and their
permutations are all the possible assignments of the lines (3,1,2)
to the q, q̄, g Wilson lines. Note that cyclic permutations pre-
serve the sign, flipping indices switches it. (We exclude cases
where (3,1,2) are all attached to the same line, which give rise
to scaleless diagrams in DR.) Thus qq̄g soft functions for the
same final-state measurement are equal for e+e−, DIS and DY.

For the case of a soft function with three ggg Wilson
lines, the color structure of the hard coefficient is (Cggg

H )a
bc =

i f abc. The color factor corresponding to Eq. (30) is now
f ABCTC

3 TA
1 TB

2 Cggg
H , which is zero when (3, 1, 2) are all attached

to three different legs and is ±i(CA
2 )2 Cggg

H when two of (3, 1, 2)
are attached to the same leg, again purely imaginary, the sign
depending on the exact placement of the attachments. We again
exclude the cases when all are attached to the same leg since
they give rise to scaleless diagrams in DR. Therefore, the ar-
guments above still apply, and ggg soft functions are also the
same under switching the direction of any Wilson line.

One can perform similar exercises for other multi-jet soft
functions once the color structure of the associated hard coeffi-
cients is also known. If their color factors reduce to imaginary
numbers, the equality of ep and pp soft functions in these cases
is also proved. We leave this explicit check for more than three
legs as an open exercise. Even if the color factors turn out not
to be imaginary, it would be straightforward to calculate differ-
ences between ep and pp soft functions by using Eq. (29).

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that hemisphere soft functions ap-
pearing in event shape distributions in e+e− collisions, DIS,
and Drell-Yan processes are equal in perturbation theory up
to O(α2

s), which also can be used for non-back-to-back hemi-
sphere event shapes [9, 11]. The proof relied on the indepen-
dence of the final soft functions on the signs of the ±iε pole
prescriptions in eikonal propagators, which change sign under
switching Wilson lines between incoming and outgoing direc-
tions. Most amplitudes contributing to the soft functions at this
order are transparently independent of these pole prescriptions,
with the exception of the one-loop 3-gluon vertex amplitude
(2T b) in Fig. 1, or soft gluon current, computed in [31], which
we reproduced here. For ee, ep, pp soft amplitudes, the real
parts are equal, while the imaginary part has opposite sign for
pp. In the sum over all squared amplitudes including complex
conjugates, however, the imaginary parts cancel out, leaving the
final soft functions invariant.

While the result for the one-loop soft gluon current was al-
ready known [31], that it implies the equivalence of O(α2

s) soft
functions for ee, ep, pp event shape distributions has not been
explicitly noticed or exploited before. This observation now
allows N3LL resummation for 1-jettiness in DIS [33, 34, 35]
and 0-jettiness in pp. Our proof relied only on the properties
of the relevant soft amplitudes, not on details of the measure-
ment function in Eq. (9), so the conclusion that soft functions
in ee, ep, pp for the same measurement function are equal to
O(α2

s) is quite general. We also showed that O(α2
s) soft func-

tions with three legs also obey the same equivalence properties
under switching lines between incoming and outgoing. Some
other soft functions computed to O(α2

s) for which this equiv-
alence should hold include: transverse-momentum dependent
distributions in DY [28], jet mass with a jet veto [74], DY
threshold resummation [75, 76] and Higgs threshold resumma-
tion [77], jet broadening [78], soft functions with three Wilson
lines such as in pp→ H + jet [79], and more.

Note added: As this paper was being completed, Ref. [80]
appeared, presenting a framework for computing N-jettiness
soft functions to O(α2

s) numerically. It included the analytic
O(α2

s) DIS 1-jettiness soft function, obtained from the e+e− soft
function computed in [15], in agreement with our proof of their
equivalence, but without the proof made explicit. Our proof
also implies their equivalence with the O(α2

s) pp 0-jettiness soft
function. Our results, in particular on multi-jet soft functions in
Sec. 3.5, also imply that the pp 1-jettiness soft function in [80]
would remain the same atO(α2

s) under changes of the directions
of any of the Wilson lines from incoming to outgoing.
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Appendix A. Known perturbative results to O(α2
s)

Here we give known results for the pieces of the O(α2
s) hemi-

sphere soft function in Eq. (15). The first set of terms Rc can be
deduced from the known soft anomalous dimension [81],

R(2)
c (`1, `2, µ) = 2C2

F(L4
1 + L4

2) + 4C2
F L2

1L2
2 (A.1)

+
(22

9
CFCA −

8
9

CFTRn f

)
(L3

1 + L3
2) +

[
−

5π2

3
C2

F

+ CFCA

(π2

3
−

67
9

)
+

20
9

CFTRn f

]
(L2

1 + L2
2)

+
[
16ζ3C2

F + CFCA

(202
27
−

11π2

18
− 7ζ3

)
−CFTRn f

(56
27
−

2π2

9

)]
(L1 + L2) −C2

F
7π4

45

+ CFCA

(88ζ3

9
+

67π2

27
−
π4

9

)
−CFTRn f

(32ζ3

9
+

20π2

27

)
,

where L1,2 = ln(`1,2/µ).
The result from [16] for the non-constant non-global terms

S NG terms can be expressed

S (2)
NG(`1, `2) = −

π2

3
CFCA ln2 `1

`2
(A.2)

+
(
CFCA

11π2−3−18ζ3

9
+ CFTRn f

6 − 4π2

9

)
ln
`1/`2+`2/`1

2

+ CFCA

[
fN

(`1

`2

)
+ fN

(`2

`1

)
− 2 fN(1)

]
+ CFTRn f

[
fQ

(`1

`2

)
+ fQ

(`2

`1

)
− 2 fQ(1)

]
,

where the functions fN,Q are given by

fQ(a) =
[2π2

9
−

2
3(a + 1)

]
ln a −

4
3

ln a Li2(−a) + 4 Li3(−a)

+
2π2 − 3

9
ln

(
a +

1
a

)
,

fN(a) = −4 Li4
( 1
a + 1

)
− 11 Li3(−a) + 2 Li3

( 1
a + 1

)
ln

a
(a + 1)2

+ Li2
( 1
a + 1

)[
π2 − ln2(a + 1) −

1
2

ln a ln
a

(a + 1)2 +
11
3

ln a
]

+
[11
12

ln
a

(a + 1)2 −
1
4

ln
a + 1

a
ln(a + 1) +

π2

24

]
ln2 a

−
1
6

a − 1
a + 1

ln a +
5π2

12
ln

a + 1
a

ln(a + 1) −
11π4

180

−
11π2 − 3 − 18ζ3

18
ln

(
a +

1
a

)
. (A.3)

These functions are bounded and vanish as a → 0,∞. Their
values at a = 1 are

2 fQ(1) = −6ζ3 +
2
9

(2π2 − 3) ln 2

2 fN(1) = −8 Li4
1
2

+ ζ3

(33
2
− 5 ln 2

)
+

ln 2 − ln4 2
3

+
2π4

45
+
π2

3

(
ln2 2 −

11
3

ln 2
)
,

(A.4)

and are subtracted out of the last two lines of Eq. (A.2) so that
S NG vanishes at `1 = `2.

The constant term c(2)
S was computed in [14, 15], with the

result

c(2)
S = C2

F
π4

8
+ CFCA

[
−

508
81
−

871
216

π2 +
4π4

9
+

22
9
ζ3

− 7ζ3 ln 2 +
π2

3
ln2 2 −

1
3

ln4 2 − 8 Li4
(1
2

)]
+ CFTRn f

(
−

34
81

+
77
54
π2 −

8
9
ζ3

)
. (A.5)

Thus the final result for the O(α2
s) hemisphere soft function in

e+e− is given by Eq. (15) with the three individual pieces given
by Eqs. (A.1), (A.2), and (A.5).

The position-space soft function is defined by the Fourier
transform of the momentum space Eq. (7), and takes a form
analogous to Eq. (15). All the non-constant terms atO(α2

s) were
computed in [16]. The constants at O(α2

s) can be obtained ana-
lytically from the momentum-space results of [14], giving

c̃(2)
S = C2

F
π4

8
+ CFCA

(
−

535
81
−

871
216

π2 +
7
30
π4 +

143
18

ζ3

)
+ CFTRn f

(20
81

+
77
54
π2 −

26
9
ζ3

)
. (A.6)

In this section we have reviewed the previously known results
for the e+e− hemisphere soft function at O(α2

s), which we have
shown in this paper is also equal to those for DIS and pp.

Appendix B. Three-gluon vertex diagram for ep, pp

In this Appendix we provide an explicit computation of the
amplitude (2T b) in Fig. 1, the result of which is given by
Eqs. (17) and (19), for the ee, ep, pp soft functions. This will
reproduce the result for the soft gluon current at one loop given
in [31], but we will find it instructive to provide our own deriva-
tion, showing in particular how the iπ term in Eq. (19) arises.

The IT integrands in Eq. (18) for ee, ep have the same pole
structure in q+, while for ep and pp they have the same pole
structure in q−. Namely, Iee,ep

T
have poles in q+ at:

q+ = k+ + iε ,
q2
⊥ − iε
q−

,
q2
⊥ − 2q⊥ ·k⊥ + q−k+ − iε

q− − k−
, (B.1)

whiile Iep,pp
T

have poles in q− at:

q− = iε ,
q2
⊥ − iε
q+

,
q2
⊥ − 2q⊥ ·k⊥ + q+k− − iε

q+ − k+
, (B.2)

labeled 1, 2, and 3, respectively, in Fig. B.1, which illustrates
the position of the q− poles in Eq. (B.2) in the upper- or lower-
half complex q− plane as a function of q+. Here we will perform
the Iep,pp

T
integrals explicitly by contour integration in q−. The

computation of Iee,ep
T

is similar, but we will not give the details
here. Both calculations yield the result in Eq. (19).

Performing this q− contour integration for Iep,pp
T

in Eq. (18),
for q+ < 0 (region I in Fig. B.1), we can close the contour in
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Figure B.1: Positions of the three complex q− poles of Iep,pp
T

in Eq. (B.2), as a
function of q+. In region I where q+ < 0, the q− contour can be closed below
the real axis, giving zero for the integral Eq. (18), while for q+ > 0 in regions
II and III the contour is closed below or above the real axis as shown, yielding
the result in Eq. (B.3).

the lower half plane and obtain zero. The nonzero contributions
come from the other two regions, II and III in Fig. B.1,

I
ep,pp
T

(k) = −
i

4π

∫
ddq⊥
(2π)d

1
q2
⊥

∫ ∞

0
dq+ F(q+,q⊥, k)

q+ − k+ ∓ iε
, (B.3)

where d = 2 − 2ε, the upper (lower) signs in ∓iε in the q+

eikonal propagator are for ep (pp), and F is given by

F(q+,q⊥, k) ≡
q+

k+

θ(k+ − q+)(
q⊥ − q+

k+ k⊥
)2 +

θ(q+ − k+)(
q⊥ − k⊥)2 + k2

⊥( q+

k+ − 1)
.

(B.4)
We used the on-shell condition k− = k2

⊥/k
+ to eliminate k−

from this expression. The iε’s in the q⊥-dependent propagators
in Eqs. (B.3) and (B.4) can be dropped since the denominators
are ≥ 0, and the integral over q⊥ does not cross over any sin-
gularities. The q+ integral in Eq. (B.3), however, goes over the
singularity at q+ = k+, and we use the prescription

1
q+ − k+ ∓ iε

= P.V.
1

q+ − k+
± iπδ(q+ − k+) (B.5)

to perform the integral. The function F is finite and continuous
at q+ = k+:

F(k+,q⊥, k) =
1

(q⊥ − k⊥)2 . (B.6)

The result of using this prescription in Eq. (B.3) can be ex-
pressed

Iep,pp(k) = −
i

4π
A ±

1
4

B , (B.7)

where

A ≡
∫

ddq⊥
(2π)d

1
q2
⊥

∫ ∞

0
dq+F(q+,q⊥, k) P.V.

1
q+ − k+

(B.8a)

B ≡
∫

ddq⊥
(2π)d

1
q2
⊥(q⊥ − k⊥)2

. (B.8b)

B is easily evaluated. Combining denominators using a Feyn-
man parameter and then completing the integrations, we obtain

the result
B =

1
(4π)1−ε

Γ(1 + ε)B(−ε,−ε)
(k2
⊥)1+ε

, (B.9)

where B(a, b) is the beta function.
To evaluate A we must regulate the singularity at q+ = k+

consistently with the principal value prescription. This can be
done with symmetric cutoffs around q+ = k+, or, conveniently,
we can insert a factor (similar to, but not directly associated
with, the rapidity regulator in SCETII [82, 83]):

A = lim
η→0

∫
ddq⊥
(2π)d

1
q2
⊥

∫ ∞

0
dq+

(
ν

|q+ − k+|

)η F(q+,q⊥, k)
q+ − k+

. (B.10)

Using the changes of variables q+ → q′ = |k+ − q+| and then
q′ = k+u, and combining the q⊥ denominators in Eqs. (B.10)
and (B.4) using a Feynman parameter, we obtain as the result
of performing the q⊥ integral,

A =
1

(4π)1−ε

Γ(1 + ε)
(k2
⊥)1+ε

(
ν

k+

)η ∫ 1

0

dx
x1+ε

×

{
−

∫ 1

0

du
u1+η

1
(1 − x)1+ε(1 − u)1+2ε

+

∫ ∞

0

du
u1+η

1
x1+ε(1 − x + u)1+ε

}
.

(B.11)

The two u integrals have 1/η poles, but they cancel, and we can
take the η→ 0 limit to obtain

A =
1

(4π)1−ε

Γ(1 + ε)
(k2
⊥)1+ε

B(−ε,−ε)
π

tan(πε)
, (B.12)

Thus the sum of A, B terms in the integral Eq. (B.7) yields

Iep,pp = −
i

16π2 (4π)ε
Γ(1 + ε)
(k2
⊥)1+ε

B(−ε,−ε)
πe±iπε

sin(πε)
, (B.13)

consistent with the result for the one-loop soft gluon current in
[31]. Plugging this integral back into the amplitude Eq. (17),
multiplying by the sum of conjugates of the 1-gluon tree-level
amplitudes from Eq. (10), and summing over final-state polar-
izations and integrating over the final-state gluon momentum k
in Eq. (7), we obtain for this contribution to the soft function,

S ep,pp
2 =

1
NC

Tr
∫

dDk
(2π)D 2πδ(k2)θ(k0)M`1`2 (k) (B.14)

×ATep,pp(k)[A†1n(k) +A
†

1n̄(k)]

=
α2

s CACF

16π2 µ4ε
δ(`2)
`1+4ε

1

+
δ(`1)
`1+4ε

2


×

1
ε

{
−

2
ε2 + π2 +

16ζ3

3
ε −

π4

60
ε2 ± iπ

(
−

2
ε

+
π2

3
ε +

16ζ3

3
ε2

)}
.

Upon adding the complex conjugate diagrams, S ep,pp
2 + S ep,pp∗

2 ,
the imaginary parts cancel and the real parts combine to repro-
duce the result for these diagrams in S ee

2 given in [14].
Some similar features of the loop integrals in diagrams of

similar topology as the one computed here were observed in
the computation of the gluon beam function in [25].
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